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Module 4B
Contents and Objectives
OBJECTIVES
Module 4B of My Oxford English allows students to hold a fluent conversation, understand in detail what is 
being said in standard English, even in a noisy environment, react spontaneously, adapt to changes of 
direction in conversations, and correct mistakes and errors which may cause misunderstanding. 

They will learn, among other things, to use the conditional structures (‘If they’d left home later, they’d have 
missed the bus’), the future perfect (‘The train won’t have left yet’), verbs expressing deduction and 
perception (to look, to sound, to feel, to taste, etc.), and reported speech. They will also learn vocabulary 
relating to forms of government, business, hospitals, crimes, expressions with of, phrasal verbs, expressions 
with get, and many other topics. 
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CONTENTS

No UNIT
OBJECTIVES FUNCTIO

NS
GRAMMAR VOCABULARY

1 The Rumour

To be able to have a conversation at
the hospital using phrasal verbs 
with away; to learn words and 
phrases that can be used to talk 
about institutions; to learn to use 
the definite article correctly; to be 
able to use phrases such as both of 
them, all of us accurately.

Expressio
ns to talk 
about 
institutio
ns

The definite article
both of them, all of 
us, etc.

At the hospital
Phrasal verbs with 
away

2
Wheel of 
Questions

To be able to have a conversation 
about geography, world regions and
forms of government using modal 
verbs of deductions  and verbs of  
perception; to learn words and 
phrases that can be used to talk 
about photograph. 

Expressio
ns used 
to talk 
about 
photogra
phs

Modal verbs of 
deduction (present)
Verbs of perception

World regions
Rulers and forms of 
government

3 Read, Listen, 
Write

To be able to use medical 
vocabulary and synonyms of the 
verb to say; to be able to use words
and phrases to talk about medical 
TV dramas.

Talking 
about 
medical 
television
dramas

Using synonyms of 
the verb to say

Medical vocabulary
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4 For Sale

To be able to talk about business 
and expressions; to learn to use 
expressions with get; to consolidate
the second conditional; to manage 
the verb to wish and the expression 
if only; to learn words and phrases 
that can be used to talk about 
problems. 

Expressio
ns to talk 
about 
problems

Consolidation of the 
first and second 
conditional
to wish and if only

Talking about 
business
Expressions with get

5 The Last Day

To be able to have a conversation 
about clothes, shoes, and shopping;
to consolidate the future tenses and
the future perfect; to learn words 
and phrases that can be used to 
talk about travelling. 

Expressio
ns used 
to talk 
about 
travelling

Consolidation of 
future tenses
Future perfect

Clothes and shoes
Clothes shopping

6
Read, Listen, 
Write

To be able to have a 
conversation about travelling; to 
learn how to use adjectives with 
suffixes; to acquire expressions 
and words to talk about luxury 
holidays.  

Talking 
about 
luxury 
holidays

Adjectives with 
suffixes

Travelling

7 The Break-In

To be able to have a conversation 
about crimes and criminals; to be 
able to use modal verbs of 
deduction (continuous and past); to 
learn words and phrases that can 
be used to talk about what we’ve 
lost.  

Expressio
ns used 
to talk 
about 
what we 
have lost

Modal verbs of 
deduction 
(continuous and 
past)

Criminals and crime
At the scene of a 
crime

8 My Life To be able to talk about book Expressio Third conditional Book publishing
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publishing using expressions with 
of; to learn to use the third 
conditional and also to use it in 
conjunction with wish and if only; to
express regret using appropriate 
vocabulary and phrases.

ns to 
indicate 
regret

wish and if only Expressions with of

9
Read, Listen, 
Write

To be able to have a conversation 
about police and crimes; to learn to 
avoid common errors; to able to use
words and phrases that can be used
to talk about crime.

Talking 
about 
crime

Learn to avoid 
making common 
errors

Police
Crime

10
After All the 
Changes

To be able to use suffixes -ful and
-less and phrasal verbs with up; 
to learn how to use reporting 
verbs (with or without an object);
to be able to use expressions 
used to borrow something.

Expressio
ns used 
to borrow
somethin
g

Reporting verbs + 
infinitive
Reporting verbs (with
or without an object)

Suffixes -ful and 
-less
Phrasal verbs with 
up

11 Story 
Competition

To learn verbs to express the 
manner in which people speak 
(for instance to scream, to yell, 
to joke, etc.); to look at verb 
prefixes (for example, to 
rewrite); to be able to use 
correctly reporting verbs that 
take the gerund rather than the 
infinitive (for example, to admit, 
to consider, to regret); to learn 

Expressio
ns to talk 
about 
accounts

Reporting verbs + 
gerund / that
Direct speech

Ways of speaking
Verb prefixes
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how to use commas with direct 
speech in writing.

12
Read, Listen, 
Write

To be able to have a conversation 
about computer games; to learn the
narrative tenses; to learn words and
phrases that can be used to talk 
about technology.  

Talking 
about 
technolog
y

Narrative tenses Computer games
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